On-site Endpoint Security

Endpoint security is a constant balancing act between safeguarding data and allowing employees to conduct business while at the same time dealing with a never-ending barrage of cyber threats. This balancing act is driven by enterprises needing to have visibility to outthink and the speed to outpace emerging threats. The situation can be further complicated when IT and security teams explore options on how to best deploy security solutions within their IT environment.

This is because many think it is a forgone conclusion that all of today’s enterprises want a managed endpoint security solution. In fact, Gartner predicts “security services will account for 50 percent of cybersecurity budgets by 2020.” Despite this prediction and trends, many enterprises still don’t have complete on-premises control and autonomy of their sensitive data due to the security posture or line of business in which they operate. The decision of deploying a “on-prem” security solution includes key concerns around the management and control of the entire IT stack, handling or access of sensitive data, and strict governance mandates.

Complete On-Premises Endpoint Protection

The Cybereason Defense Platform offers customers an on-premises deployment option for their endpoint protection, for both prevention and endpoint detection and response security needs within a single agent. With multiple on-premises deployment options, enterprises who want to gain deep visibility into user activity and processes within their custom environment can leverage the native behavioral and correlation logic in order to track, visualize, and end malicious operations. Customers are able to gain the precision to be able to end known and unknown attacks as well as detect advanced attacks before damage can be done. Cybereason customers are able to move faster than attackers while eliminating emerging threats all while maintaining their IT autonomy and
mitigate IT supply chain risk.

Cybereason Defense Platform customers save both time and resources with:
- Single-agent deployment
- Single console to manage threats with a high degree of accuracy
- Automated or single-click remediation across all impacted devices

Government or military agencies, critical infrastructure, financial services or those that conduct business with them can deploy the Cyber​​eason Defense Platform to satisfy stringent security and data regulatory requirements.

With the on-premises deployment your IT team can manage and maintain the application in accordance with specific governance and auditing criteria. The best part is they can utilize existing infrastructure to customize and test as needed and leverage the desired disaster recovery and proprietary integrations already in place.

With on-premises endpoint protection from Cyber​​eason, your IT and security teams have complete control of the IT stack to manage and secure your organization's sensitive data in a way that best fits your business and regulatory requirements. You can even include the option of an air-gapped deployment.

Give your team a future proofed endpoint protection platform designed to detect, analyze, and remediate against highly advanced threats. Cyber​​eason allows on-premises based organizations to correlate data across all impacted machines and generate contextualized alerts to address threats as they're discovered at any point in an attack with the full attack story from root cause across every affected endpoint and user.

Your security analysts (no matter how experienced) can easily investigate incidents and respond to high-fidelity alerts from a single screen. Your security team can view the entire process tree with a complete timeline of events, for all malicious activity, across every machine and every process. Simplified workflows, single click remediation, and advanced search or hunting capabilities are all geared towards maximizing the expertise of your team without incurring additional overhead and dramatically reduce the need for lengthy analyst investigations.

Deploy the Cyber​​eason Defense Platform solution with confidence and help your security team automatically stop threats, uncover attacks, and hunt for malicious activities all while maintaining control over your sensitive data.

• REDUCE THIRD-PARTY & SUPPLY-CHAIN RISK
• COMPLETE ON-PREMISES ENDPOINT PROTECTION
• ONE AGENT, COMPLETE SET OF PREVENTION & EDR CAPABILITIES
• BEHAVIORAL-BASED DETECTION & PREVENTION
• ANALYST- BASED WORKFLOWS AND ONE-CLICK REMEDIATION
• ON-PREMISES DEPLOYMENT INCLUDING HYBRID & AIR-GAPPED OPTIONS

About Cyber​​eason

Cybereason is the champion for today's cyber defenders with future-ready attack protection that extends from the endpoint, to the enterprise, to everywhere. The Cyber​​eason Defense Platform combines the industry's top-rated detection and response (EDR and XDR), next-gen anti-virus (NGAV), and proactive threat hunting to deliver context-rich analysis of every element of a malicious operation (Malop). The result: defenders can end cyber attacks from endpoints to everywhere.

Learn more at Cybereason.com →